"In this scenario, I do this, for these reasons": narrative, genre and ethical reasoning in the clinic.
Narrative analysis has been applied by health researchers to investigate (among other things) clinical reasoning, clinical ethics and human identity. The term 'narrative' is often used as a broad category that covers a variety of spoken genres, however, and it thereby lacks delicacy as an analytic tool. We introduce genre theory, which enables us to differentiate more clearly between story genres and other spoken genres. We then apply the theory to ten narrative-style interviews with clinicians involved in the treatment and management of colorectal cancer in Sydney, Australia. We characterise the narrative-style interview as a macro-genre, and draw attention to the occurrence of spoken genres other than stories. We focus our analysis on a policy genre that occurred naturally and frequently in the spoken discourse of the informants, but which has not been described before in either the literature of social linguistics or the health and medical literature. We analyse two examples of this genre in detail in order to characterise its main semantic features, and differentiate it from story genres. We then discuss the genre with reference to Aristotelian interpretations of ethical reasoning in the clinic. We conclude that the policy genre is both the unfolding of practical wisdom in speech, and the appropriate choice of genre where a display of ethical identity is called for. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings for ongoing research, for ethics education, for bioethical theory, and for communication between some of the different stakeholder groups in clinical medicine.